Virtuozzo VPS
Virtuozzo Servers are designed to
bring maximum stability and the
highest levels of performance in order
to meet the most demanding business
requirements.
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Product Overview
Host1Plus Virtuozzo VPS is a scalable, enterprise-grade Linux container solution. Based on a
15-year track record in development and powering more than 5 million virtual environments
across the globe, Virtuozzo has been instrumental in container technology adoption by the
enterprises. Flexible resource management, quick incremental backups and restores,
competitive pricing and fully featured Linux environment places Host1Plus Virtuozzo right
between micro-containers and hypervisor-based solutions.

Why Host1Plus Virtuozzo VPS?
Host1Plus Virtuozzo’s open-source core OpenVZ™ has been the
cornerstone of an early Host1Plus success. Field-proven with tens of
thousands of containers, it is now at the latest business-oriented
incarnation – Virtuozzo 7. Powered by public API, Host1Plus Virtuozzo
solution allows enterprises to seamlessly integrate container lifecycle
management into their own processes.
With a rich application ecosystem, Host1Plus Virtuozzo VPS Linux
containers are a sure ﬁt for SaaS application and shared hosting,
providing a cost-sensitive alternative to hypervisor VMs.

Key Features and Beneﬁts
Operating systems

IPv4 and IPv6

Statistics

 Latest Linux distributions and their
previous version

 IPv6 enabled by default

 Detailed CPU, disk and network
statistics

 Up to 8 IPv4 addresses per container

 Resource over-usage notiﬁcation

Storage

Network

 Highly available distributed storage
 Up to 1TB data disk

 10G by default

 No I/O cap

 Multiple upstream providers and
Internet exchanges

Backups

API

 Super-fast scheduled incremental
backups

 All functionality is exposed via public API
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Web interface
 Feature rich and intuitive single pane of
glass to suit the needs of individual users.

Linux OS Speciﬁcations

Locations

CPU:

2 - 8 Cores

Bandwidth:

1 - 12 TB

 Chicago, United States

RAM:

2048 - 16384 MB RAM

IP’s:

1-8

 Los Angeles, United States

HDD:

40 - 1000 GB

Backups:

0-5

 São Paulo, Brazil
 Frankfurt, Germany
 Johannesburg, South Africa

Independent Software Vendors (ISV)

Use
Cases

Be part of a large application eco-system built for Virtuozzo
Containers. If you need to deploy secure, multi-tenant SaaS
platforms, Host1Plus Virtuozzo is the most suitable platform
for the task.

Hosting Companies
Whenever you want to introduce new products to your
portfolio or expand available locations globally, Host1Plus
Enterprise Cloud is an API call away. We know what it takes to
be a successful hosting company, that is why we provide a
public API built by developers for developers. In addition, we
provide a plug and play WHMCS partner module, allowing you
to take full control over the pricing and billing.

Cyber Security Companies
Flexible, geo-located and blacklist free IP spaces with instant
availability in all IP network regions, including RIPE, LACNIC,
ARIN, APNIC, and AFRINIC.

Contact Us
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sales@host1plus.com
www.host1plus.com/virtuozzo/

